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Known as a symmetry of vacuum Maxwell equations, the electric-magnetic duality can be lifted
actually to a symmetry of an action. The Lagrangian of this action is written in terms of two vector
potentials, one electric and one magnetic, and while it is manifestly invariant under duality rotations,
it is not manifestly Lorentz covariant. This duality symmetry exists also in linearized gravity in four
dimensions, and can be lifted off shell too. In d dimensions, the link between linearized gravity and
its dual can also be seen from the point of view of a parental action. This is defined by a first or-
der Lagrangian (with the help of some auxiliary variables) that delivers both Fierz-Pauli theory and
its dual. In this work we use this formalism to implement the electric-magnetic duality in the non-
relativistic deviation of Fierz-Pauli theory arising from Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity. Because this theory
breaks diffeomorphism invariance, one finds that such implementation includes some peculiarities.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Fy, 04.50.Kd
I. INTRODUCTION
Variational principles and symmetries are fundamen-
tal tools for the construction of interactions and the
study of possible extensions of well-known classical
field theories like gravity. Imposing global and local
symmetries, together with unitarity and locality, pro-
vides us with a guide to explore extensions (or modi-
fications) of the action of a given consistent theory.
What about duality symmetries? Particularly, what
about the electric-magnetic duality invariance? This
symmetry shows up in diverse physical systems, from
zero to higher spin theories, and carries many interest-
ing features that make it depart somehow from the gen-
eral character of global and local symmetries. In the case
of linearized gravity and free higher spin gauge fields in
four dimensions, for example, duality invariance can be
manifestly implemented at the level of the action and
not just in the equations of motion. Such implementa-
tion breaks, however, manifest spacetime covariance [1–
3]. This feature bookmarks an interesting link between
duality and spacetime symmetries, something that ac-
quires a concrete form in the case of an Abelian gauge
field for which it can be shown that duality invariance
implies Poincaré invariance [4]. Moreover, evidence on
the relation between duality and supersymmetry has
been provided recently, showing that self-duality may
arise in some models with N = 2 supersymmetry plus
a particular hidden N = 2 supersymmetry (see [5]). On
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the other hand, an actual breaking of gauge invariance
in Maxwell theory results if one tries to make duality
invariance a local symmetry [6–8].
Another interesting feature of duality invariant mod-
els is that making it manifest at the level of the action
requires new variables, “electric” and “magnetic” po-
tentials, and doubling the number of gauge symmetries
(see [9, 10] for the case of electromagnetism and gravity
with electric and magnetic sources). Despite these sorts
of frictions between duality invariance and other sym-
metries in field theory, the interest in it comes from the
belief that understanding an eventual relation between
the two of them might enrich our view of hidden sym-
metries in supergravity and M theory [11].
In d dimensions, one has for gravity that the electric-
magnetic duality relates the graviton, a rank-2 symmet-
ric tensor, with fields of higher rank. If we account
for duality, then there are two equivalent descriptions
of linearized Einstein theory: One based on the metric
hµν and the other in terms of its dual field Tµ1...µd−3|ν , a
mixed Young tableaux of (d−3, 1) symmetry type whose
covariant action was given by Curtright [12]. In four di-
mensions the dual graviton is a rank-2 symmetric ten-
sor, as is the graviton itself. At nonlinear level, however,
there are obstructions for the implementation of duality
in the Einstein-Hilbert action. This is because the Cur-
tright action does not admit any non-Abelian deforma-
tion under the assumptions of spacetime covariance and
locality [13, 14].
The search for modifications and/or deformations of
general relativity (GR) is actually a very active trend of
current research. The aim there is to find a gravity the-
ory that bypasses the basic problems associated with the
quantization of the classical formulation of gravity as a
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2standard field theory. Among the many directions in
this trend one can find noncommutative gravity, stringy
corrections to the GR action, new massive gravity, dou-
ble field theory and, recently, Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity
[15–19]. The latter is proposed as a UV completion of
GR using a “heretic” proposal [20]: breaking diffeomor-
phism invariance to a subgroup that is still manifest in
ADM formalism. As a consequence of this breaking,
different treatments for the kinetic and potential terms
are necessary. The kinetic term is still quadratic in time
derivatives (but deformed by introducing a new param-
eter λ), and the potential has terms that can be higher
order in space derivatives of the metric.
The Horˇava-Lifshitz (HL) action
SHL =
∫
dtd3x
√
gN
( 2
κ2
(KijK
ij − λK2) + µ4
(3)
R
+ ζ
(3)
R2 +χ
(3)
Rij
(3)
R ij +γ
(3)
R ∆
(3)
R + . . .
)
,
where Kij and
(3)
R ij denote, respectively, the compo-
nents of the extrinsic curvature and the Ricci tensor of
the spatial manifold, is built to be power counting renor-
malizable. At large distances, higher derivative terms
do not contribute and the theory is supposed to run to
GR. The parameter λ is the parameter which controls
the contribution of the trace of the extrinsic curvature
and of some of the higher derivative terms.1 For λ = 1
the theory has a fixed point in the IR, recovering GR.
The aim of the present note is to implement the
electric-magnetic duality in the linearized part of the HL
action. The interesting point is that the breaking of full
diffeomorphism invariance for generic values of λ is not
an obstacle for the implementation of duality. Then, this
can be viewed as an exercise to test how duality is af-
fected when we put spacetime covariance under stress.
The implementation of duality as a symmetry of the
action of linearized gravity was done in [2]. The ap-
proach of the authors in that work is to solve the Hamil-
tonian and momentum constraints to obtain the prepo-
tentials (analogous to the magnetic and the electric vec-
tor potentials in electromagnetism —the latter arising
from solving the Gauss constraint), and then to show
the manifest invariance of the action under SO(2) ro-
tations of those variables. Here we do not follow this
method but instead we parallel the work of [21] where
the authors connect Fierz-Pauli (FP) theory with its dual
through a parental action; still, we do make some com-
ments on the former approach in Sec. II, where we fix
some ideas related to the model at hand.
The parent action approach is defined with a first or-
der Lagrangian from which both FP theory for the gravi-
ton in the framelike formulation and the corresponding
1 Like the term proportional to
(3)
R2; for example, see [18].
theory for the dual graviton can be extracted (see Fig. 1).
Duality in the framelike formulation has been worked
out also in [22]. Having this scheme in mind, we pro-
ceed in Sec. III in two steps: First we look for an action in
the vielbein basis for the linearized part of the HL grav-
ity in Sec. III A. This action is enhanced with respect
to the latter in the sense that it enjoys diffeomorphism
invariance, but still is not local Lorentz invariant; lin-
earized HL gravity arises from it by imposing a gauge
fixing condition. Then we find a parent action in Sec.
III B that delivers this theory and its dual by the same
mechanism used in [21].
Parental L[e, Y ]
L[eab] L[W abc|d]
LFP[hab] dual of FP: LC[Ta1...ad−3|b]
Q
Q
Q
QQs
eab multiplier

+
Y ab|c auxiliary
?
gf e[ab]
?
gf W abc|c
Figure 1. Role of the parent Lagrangian in d dimensions for
FP theory. hab are the first order perturbations of the met-
ric and Ta1...ad−3|b are the components of the dual gravi-
ton. The child theories L[eab] and L[W abc|d] depend on the
vielbein and some potentials W abc|d, respectively (such that
Y ab|c = ∂dW abd|c, Y ab|c being a redefinition of the spin con-
nection). They enjoy arbitrary shifts of e[ab] and of the trace
W abc|c as gauge symmetries, respectively. Those variables
can be marginalized with gauge fixing (gf) conditions recov-
ering the FP Lagrangian on the left branch and the Curtright
theory on the right one. In d = 4 the dual graviton is a rank-
2 symmetric tensor and LC has the same functional form as
LFP, showing that FP theory is self-dual.
The output of the procedure described above in the
case of d = 4 is that the dual of linearized HL gravity is
the same functional deviation of the FP Lagrangian for
the dual graviton, but controlled by a different param-
eter γ = γ(λ). In Sec. IV, and before some concluding
remarks, we speculate in a sort of Horˇava-like deviation
of the Curtright action, the dual of FP theory in d = 5.
II. LINEARIZED MINIMAL DEVIATION
In this section we review some properties of the
model under consideration, its gauge symmetries and
degrees of freedom (d.o.f.). Particularly we want to com-
ment on the constraint structure of linearized HL grav-
ity, and in its regards to the electric-magnetic duality un-
der the light of the analysis performed in [2].
HL gravity comes with a preferred foliation of space-
time arising from an assumed inherent anisotropy scal-
3ing between space and time. In contrast to GR, the
gauge symmetries of this theory are given by the foliation
preserving diffeomorphisms, generated by δxi = ξi(x, t)
and δt = ξ0(t). Time reparametrizations δt = ξ0(t) are
time dependent only and it has been shown that they
are trivial gauge symmetries [23, 24]. We will come back
to this feature in the next section.
As a consequence of the diffeomorphism invariance
breaking, HL gravity contains a problematic extra mode
[25], which in the linear approximation is manifest only
for perturbations around spatially inhomogeneous and
time-dependent backgrounds [26]. The theory generi-
cally exhibits also a dynamical inconsistency: In asymp-
totically flat spacetimes, the lapse function N is gener-
ically constrained to vanish, preventing any interesting
dynamics except for some particular cases (like space-
times with vanishing extrinsic curvature) [23]. Despite
these unappealing features, HL theory provides us with
a concrete model for gravity that departs from the rela-
tivistic paradigm and is tractable for testing the electric-
magnetic duality in it.
For the present analysis we assume the theory is de-
scribing some solutions that are blind to the above men-
tioned problems, and we take the linearized part of the
minimal deviation from GR2 represented by the action
SHL =
2
κ2
∫
dtd3x
√
gN
(
KijK
ij − λK2+
(3)
R
)
in d = 4 dimensions and ADM separation. The pertur-
bation around flat spacetime gij = ηij+εhij ,N = 1+εn,
and Ni = εni, to quadratic order gives the Lagrangian
L
(2)
HL = ε
2
∫
d3x
[1
2
h˙ij h˙
ij − λ
2
h˙2 − 2∂inj(h˙ij − ληij h˙)
+ ∂inj∂
inj + (1− 2λ)(∂ini)2 +R
]
(1)
(h ≡ ηijhij and ˙≡ ∂∂t ), with
R ≡ −1
2
∂khij∂
khij +
1
2
∂ih∂
ih+ ∂ih
ij∂khkj
− ∂ihij∂jh+ 2n(∂i∂jhij −∆h). (2)
From now on we will focus our attention on the struc-
tural properties of Lagrangian (1). This Lagrangian de-
viates from FP theory in those terms proportional to λ,
to which this theory goes in the λ→ 1 limit. Despite that
such modifications due to a value of λ 6= 1 are subtle, the
structural consequences are big.
2 The minimal deviation has two parameters besides the coupling κ
of GR. These are the dimensionless λ in the kinetic term and µ with
mass dimensions [µ] = 1 for the potential energy. We choose here
µ4
2
= 1
κ2
just to deal with the deviation due to λ. This action repro-
duces the EH action of GR in the λ→ 1 limit (see [20]).
Foliation preserving diffeomorphisms act on the field
variables as
δhij = ∂iξj + ∂jξi, δni = ξ˙i, δn = −ξ˙0, (3)
and they are a subset of the full group of diffeomor-
phisms: δξhµν = ∂µξν+∂νξµ. Having less gauge symme-
try than the FP Lagrangian, we would expect linearized
HL gravity to have more than 2 d.o.f.. However, this is
not seen by the constraint structure of the model. We
briefly summarize its analysis here because it shows a
detail that we use in the argument of the next section.
The highlights of the constraint analysis go as fol-
lows: We get from the start the set of primary constraints
φ0 = p and φi = pi, the variables p, pi being the con-
jugate momenta of n, ni, respectively. The canonical
Hamiltonian is given by
H =
∫
d3x
(1
2
piijpiij − θ
4
pi2 + 2∂injpi
ij −R
)
,
with
θ ≡ 2λ
3λ− 1 ,
the variables piij being the conjugate momenta of hij .
The trace pi ≡ ηijpiij is proportional to the linearized
trace of the extrinsic curvature:
pi = (1− 3λ)(h˙− 2∂ini) = 2(1− 3λ)K.
For λ = 13 there is one more primary constraint: pi =
0. This case has been analyzed by the authors of [27],
where they show that the same is equivalent to FP the-
ory (and manifestly in the transverse-traceless gauge).
In the following we exclude from our analysis this par-
ticular value of λ.
Stabilization of the primary constraints results in the
set of secondary constraints,
ψ0 = 2(∂i∂jh
ij −∆h) and ψi = 2∂jpiji
(the same Hamiltonian and momentum constraints as in
FP theory), and there are more secondary constraints:
χ = (θ − 1)∆pi and χ′ = −4(θ − 1)∆2n. (4)
χ = 0 results from stabilization of ψ0, placing a con-
straint on the trace of the extrinsic curvature, and χ′ = 0
from stabilization of χ. At the end, stabilization of
χ′ results in conditions for a Lagrange multiplier (ψi
gives no further constraints nor conditions on Lagrange
multipliers). Following the authors of [23], the con-
straint equation ∆2n = 0 in asymptotically flat space-
time determines the lapse function and in fact forces
it to vanish, freezing in this way the evolution in time
of the theory. The authors also showed (see [24]) that
time reparametrizations are trivial gauge transforma-
tions and so there is no first class constraint associated
4to it. Indeed, by inspection of the Poisson brackets be-
tween the constraints we see that they vanish except for
{χ(x), ψ0(y)} = 2(θ − 1)∆2δ(x− y),
{χ′(x), φ0(y)} = −4(θ − 1)∆2δ(x− y),
and as a consequence the Hamiltonian constraint, the
one we would have expected to generate the evolution
in t, is second class. Thus we have a set of four second
class (φ0, ψ0, χ, χ′) and a set of six first class (φi, ψi)
constraints, and thereby we might conclude that there
are 2 d.o.f.. The fact that the extra mode is not man-
ifest here is because we are taking the linearized the-
ory around flat spacetime [26]. Given that ψi are first
class, the only3 nontrivial gauge transformations of the
Lagrangian (1) are those associated to δxi = ξi(x, t).
Now, there is one detail of the constraint structure
that is relevant for the electric-magnetic duality on La-
grangian (1). Following the approach of [2] for the case
of FP, we can try to analyze duality rotations in terms
of the prepotentials Φij and Pij defined by solving the
constraints ψ0 = 0 and ψi = 0 [see Eqs. (2.7) and (2.11)
of [2]]. However, in the present case we face an extra
constraint placing a condition on Pij , namely,
χ = (θ − 1)∆pi = (θ − 1)∆(ηij∆− ∂i∂j)Pij = 0,
with no counterpart for the Φij variables. Besides, there
is no exchange between the kinetic and potential ener-
gies after these rotations as it happens in FP theory, and
the condition above does not help to make the match.
This leaves us with the idea that linearized HL gravity
is not self-dual.
Nevertheless, we can analyze duality from another
point of view that allows us to draw a map to the mag-
netic dual of linearized HL gravity —we call the La-
grangian (1) the electric one. The path goes through a
parent action, analogous to the one constructed in [28]
for FP theory. This procedure is reformulated in [21] in
a way that suits the purpose of the present study. In the
following section, we use this approach to find the mag-
netic dual of linearized HL gravity.
III. PARENTAL ACTION AND DUAL THEORY
Schematically, the road map presented in [21] starts
from the second order action in vielbein formalism for FP,
taking it up to a first order parent action and then down
from it to the second order dual theory given by the Cur-
tright Lagrangian (see Fig. 1). In the present case, and
to keep parallelism with FP theory, we need an action in
the vielbein basis as a starting point, the same that should
be obtained by a parental one (see left branch of Fig. 2).
3 Gauge transformations generated by constraints φi are just arbitrary
shifts of ni.
We proceed then in two steps. First we look for an ac-
tion corresponding to the Lagrangian (1) in the vielbein
basis in Sec. III A and next we construct a parent ac-
tion from which we can obtain the latter and its dual in
Sec. III B. The Lagrangian in the vielbein basis we write
is in fact invariant under full diffeomorphisms, but not
local Lorentz invariant though. It has more fields and
symmetries than linearized HL gravity and delivers this
theory through gauge fixing conditions. Finally, on the
dual side, we define the theory, also imposing analogous
gauge fixing conditions (see the right branch of Fig. 2).
Parental Lλ[e, Y ]
Lλ[eab] Lλ[W abc|d]
LHL[hab]︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear HL gravity
LHL[Ta1...ad−3|b]︸ ︷︷ ︸
dual of lin. HL gravity
@
@
@
@
@
@R
eab multiplier
 
 
 
 
 
 	
Y ab|c auxiliary
?
gf
?
gf
Figure 2. The Lagrangian density Lλ[eab] depends on the viel-
beins and it is parametrized by λ, the same parameter appear-
ing in linearized HL gravity defined with Lagrangian (1). This
theory is diffeomorphism invariant, so it is not linearized HL
gravity; the latter is obtained from Lλ[eab] by gauge fixing (gf)
conditions that in fact eliminate all antisymmetric components
of eab. Analogously on the dual side Lλ[W abc|d] has some
variables that can be eliminated through gauge fixing condi-
tions to get a Lagrangian depending only on the dual graviton
components.
A. Linearized HL gravity in vielbein language
The Lagrangian density
LEH[eab] = −e
2
(
ΩabcΩabc + 2Ω
abcΩacb − 4ΩaΩa
)
represents Einstein-Hilbert (EH) theory in the vielbein
ea
µ basis. The inverses of these fields are written4 eµa,
4 Latin letters from the beginning of the alphabet refer to indices in
tangent space (contracted with the flat metric ηab) whereas greek
letters refer to indices in spacetime. Symmetrization and antisym-
metrization, denoted by brackets (. . . ) and [. . . ], respectively, of any
set of indices are defined with strength 1.
5the functions Ωabc ≡ 2eaµebν∂[µeν]c are the anholonomy
coefficients, Ωa ≡ Ωabb and e ≡ det (eaµ). This La-
grangian depends on d2 fields in d dimensions, certainly
more variables than the independent components of the
metric. However, local Lorentz invariance takes care of
the excess.
Linearization of the above Lagrangian corresponds to
FP theory, written as
L1[eab] = −1
2
(
ΩabcΩabc + 2Ω
abcΩacb − 4ΩaΩa
)
, (5)
where Ωabc = 2∂[aeb]c. (We apologize for the abuse of
notation when using the same for the vielbein and its per-
turbation to linear order.) Two things are important to
notice here: tangent and world space indices are identi-
fied, and the fields eab do not have definite symmetry.
Nevertheless, L1[eab] depends on the symmetric part
hab ≡ 2e(ab) and on the antisymmetric part fab ≡ 2e[ab]
in very different ways.
The above Lagrangian splits as
L1[eab] = LFP[hab] +M[h, f ],
where
LFP[hab] = −1
2
∂ahbc∂ahbc + ∂ah
ac∂bhbc
− ∂bhaa∂chbc + 1
2
∂ah
b
b∂
ahcc
is the FP Lagrangian for hab, andM is a total derivative,
namely,
M≡ ∂a
(
−1
2
hcc∂bf
ab
)
. (6)
So, while hab is a dynamical field,5 fab enters the action
only through a total derivative term, having relevance,
if any, only for boundary conditions.
Because of that, the Lagrangian density (5) is invari-
ant under the transformations δeab = ∂(aξb)+ 12ωab given
by general coordinate transformations δxµ = ξµ(x) and
arbitrary shifts of the components fab in terms of param-
eters ωab(x) = −ωba(x). In other words, the Lagrangian
for FP theory in this language is invariant under the field
variations
δξhab = 2∂(aξb) and δωfab = ωab. (7)
Using the gauge transformations for the components fab
we can fix them on the boundary to be zero, eliminating
them from the theory (both from the action and bound-
ary data). The Lagrangian (5) is then a theory only for
the symmetric components hab. We are looking for a La-
grangian density for linearized HL gravity just as a de-
viation from it.
5 In fact, hab are the components in tangent space of the perturbation
to the metric around flat spacetime: hµν = gµν − ηµν .
Let us think for the moment in d = 4 and take the
following prescription:
Lλ[eab] = L1[eab] + 2(1− λ)(Ω0)2, (8)
where the parameter λ is meant to be the same appear-
ing in the Lagrangian (1). Again, the above Lagrangian
density depends on both the symmetric hab and anti-
symmetric fab parts of the vierbein. One can anticipate
that the presence of the last term for λ 6= 1 will break
Lorentz invariance somehow and thus prevent allocat-
ing fab inside a total derivative. These variables will
be eliminated by slightly different means to get a the-
ory just for the symmetric components hab, the variables
which linearized HL gravity depends on.
To see that, let us inspect the symmetries of the La-
grangian (8), where
Ω0 =
1
2
[h˙− ∂i(h0i + f0i)], h ≡ ηijhij ,
and which we do not expect to be more than those of Eq.
(7). Here we assumed some choice of reference frame
where x0 ≡ t is the time coordinate. Both Ω0 and L1
depend on hab and fab, but in the latter fab enters only
the total derivative M given in (6). For the following,
it is convenient to make use of the ADM separation of
variables, for which ni = h0i, and we define the notation
ei ≡ f0i.
The way in which the Lagrangian (8) is written reflects
that it does not share all the symmetries of L1 given in
(7). Let us concentrate on how the (Ω0)2 term changes
under those transformations. Despite the manifest fact
that it is not a Lorentz covariant quantity, it is invari-
ant under the global variations δωfab with parameters
ωab being constant.6 The same can be cast as invariant
under general coordinate transformations by breaking
local Lorentz invariance. To see how, let us apply the
transformations (7) on it. That is,
δ(Ω0)
2 = 2Ω0δΩ0 = Ω0
(
δξh˙− ∂i(δξni)− ∂i(δωei)
)
= Ω0
(
2∂iξ˙i − ∂i(ξ˙i + ∂iξ0)− ∂iω0i
)
= Ω0
(
∂iξ˙i −∆ξ0 − ∂iω0i
)
.
In order to have a symmetry, we have to require ∂i(ξ˙i −
∂iξ0 − ω0i) = 0. We can take this as an equation for
ω0i restricting the arbitrariness of this parameter. The
general solution for it is the sum of the solution to the
homogeneous equation (any transverse ζi) and a partic-
ular solution to the inhomogeneous equation:
ω0i = ζi + ξ˙i − ∂iξ0, such that ∂iζi(x, t) = 0. (9)
We observe that shifts of fij with parameters ωij sur-
vive the deviation due to λ 6= 1 as gauge symmetries,
6 In general δΩabc = ∂c∂[aξb] + ∂[aωb]c, so for ξa linear in xµ and
ωab a constant, we have δΩabc = 0.
6and also the gauge transformations of the transverse
part of ei with parameters ζi. The transformation of the
longitudinal part of ei on the other hand gets linked to
the transformation of the longitudinal part of ni, and
hence their shifts are not arbitrary anymore. To sum up,
the gauge symmetries of Lagrangian (8) are given by
δξhij = 2∂(iξj), δξni = ξ˙i + ∂iξ0, δξn = −ξ˙0, (10a)
δωfij = ωij , δωei = ζi + ξ˙i − ∂iξ0. (10b)
The transformations (10a), which are just δξhab = 2∂(aξb)
projected on ADM variables, show that Lλ enjoys full
diffeomorphism invariance, and the (10b) part that the
variables fij and the transverse part of ei are pure gauge
(but not the longitudinal part of ei, which is the one ap-
pearing in Ω0).
Let us now take a closer look into Lλ[e]. By direct
inspection we see that the set of equations of motion
(EoM) of this Lagrangian for hij , ni, n, ei is not equiv-
alent to the one arising from linearized HL gravity. For
instance, the EoM for ei,
− (1− λ)∂i(h˙− ∂jnj − ∂jej) = 0 (11)
has no parallel in the set of EoM coming from La-
grangian (1). Nevertheless, it is not difficult to see that if
we enforce that ∂ini = ∂iei in the first set, the two sys-
tems are equivalent. In the above equation, for example,
what happens is that this condition is bringing the con-
straint on the linearized trace of the extrinsic curvature
to a Lagrangian equation [cf. (11] after this projection
with constraint χ = 0 in (4)).
The equivalence of these two systems can also be seen
directly at the level of the Lagrangians. Using the short-
hand mi ≡ ni + ei direct computation gives
Lλ = L1 + (1− λ)
2
(h˙− ∂imi)2
=
1
2
(
h˙ij h˙
ij − λh˙2 − 4∂jnih˙ij
+ (4∂ini − 2∂imi + 2λ∂imi)h˙
− 2∂ini∂jnj + (1− λ)∂imi∂jmj + 2∂inj∂inj
− ∂khij∂khij + ∂ih∂ih+ 2∂ihij∂khkj
− 2∂ihij∂jh+ 4n(∂i∂jhij −∆h)
)
+M[hij , ni, n; fij , ei].
It is straightforward to see that if we impose
ρ ≡ ∂ini − ∂iei = 0 (12)
in the above expression, we have ∂imi = 2∂ini, and then
Lλ |ρ=0 = 1
2
(
h˙ij h˙
ij − λh˙2 − 4∂inj(h˙ij − ληij h˙)
+ 2(1− 2λ)∂ini∂jnj + 2∂inj∂inj
− ∂khij∂khij + ∂ih∂ih+ 2∂ihij∂khkj
− 2∂ihij∂jh+ 4n(∂i∂jhij −∆h)
)
+M |ρ=0
= LHL +M |ρ=0 .
Hence, by imposing the condition (12) on Lλ[eab], we
get the Lagrangian of linearized HL theory modulo the
total derivative M |ρ=0, in which the longitudinal part
of ei is fixed in terms of ni. (That is all we can do using
ρ = 0, since this condition says nothing about the trans-
verse part of this vector.) Now we can go further and get
rid of fij and the transverse part of ei insideM |ρ=0 by
setting them to zero using the gauge symmetries given
in (10b).
In conclusion, taking Lλ simultaneously with ρ = 0
we have a theory for the symmetric components hab of
the vierbeins, whose dynamics is given precisely by the
EoM of LHL and for which we can provide boundary
data that confidently allow us to forget all about M.
Moreover, the condition (12) is preserved by the gauge
symmetries of linearized HL gravity. Its variation under
transformations (10) is
δρ = ∂i(δξni)− ∂i(δωei)
= ∂i(ξ˙i + ∂iξ0)− ∂i(ξ˙i − ∂iξ0) = 2∆ξ0.
Hence, ρ = 0 is preserved by transformations with pa-
rameters ξi = ξi(x, t) completely arbitrary and ξ0 sub-
ject to equation ∆ξ0 = 0. Arbitrary functions of time
ξ0 = ξ0(t) are solutions of this equation.
Actually, it is possible to see that ρ = 0 is a
partial gauge fixing condition that eliminates time
reparametrizations as nontrivial gauge transformations.
In the Appendix, V we perform the constraint analysis
of the Lagrangian (8) and see that there are first class
constraints generating, in particular, the gauge transfor-
mations
δξhij = 0, δξni = ∂iξ0 = −δωei, δξn = −ξ˙0,
i.e., Eq. (10) for ξµ = (ξ0, 0, 0, 0) with ξ0 = ξ0(x, t) arbi-
trary. The condition (12) can be taken as a gauge fixing
condition of one of those first class constraints.
Now that we have a Lagrangian in the vierbeins basis
for linearized HL gravity (in the sense explained above
and depicted in the left branch of Fig. 2 we proceed next
to find the parent action from which Lλ[eab] and its dual
theory can be obtained.
B. Parent action for linearized HL gravity and its dual
We follow here the authors of [21], where they define
a parent action for FP theory,7 to find the correspond-
ing parent action for the deviation of this theory defined
with Lagrangian (8). Roughly speaking, we look for a
first order theory depending on the vielbein and some
auxiliary fields from which we extract both the second
order electric Lagrangian Lλ[eab] and its magnetic dual.
7 We also use the notation of this reference.
7The former arises from solving the auxiliary fields into
the parent action. The dual theory is obtained by taking
eab in it as Lagrange multipliers.
In addition to the procedure to obtain the dual of
Lλ[eab], to actually get the dual of linearized HL gravity
for the symmetric components of the vierbeins in d = 4,
we have to impose a magnetic analogue of the electric
condition (12).
We start by considering the Lagrangian (8),
Lλ[eab] = L1[eab] + 2(1− λ)(Ω0)2,
in d dimensions. A parent action for it can be defined
with the Lagrangian density
Lλ[e, Y ] = −2
(
Y ab|cΩabc − Y ab|cYac|b + 1
(d− 2)Y
aYa
)
+ 2
(θ − 1)
(d− 2)(Y0)
2, (13)
with Ωabc = 2∂[aeb]c, and θ a parameter that we expect to
be related with λ (see below). Here, besides the vielbein
we have some tensor variables Y ab|c antisymmetric in
ab, but with no definite symmetry in c. As before, the
notation Y a ≡ Y ab|b means the trace Y ab|b = ηbcY ab|c.
We see from the EoM of the Lagrangian (13) that Y ab|c
are auxiliary fields, solved in terms of eab and their
derivatives as
Yab|c =
1
2
Ωabc−Ωc[ab]+2ηc[aδb]d
(
Ωd−f(θ)ηd0Ω0
)
, (14)
with
f(θ) =
(d− 2)(θ − 1)
(d− 1)(θ − 1) + 1 .
Plugging Eq. (14) into the first order Lagrangian (13) we
get the second order electric Lλ[eab] if
θ =
(d− 2)λ
(d− 1)λ− 1 .
The parameter θ(λ) plays the role of λ in the dual mag-
netic theory, a coefficient in front of the deviation from
the dual of L1[eab]. Hence, the electric and magnetic
theories are deviations from FP and its dual by terms
proportional to parameters belonging to complemen-
tary regimes, since when λ < 1⇒ θ > 1 and vice versa.
Before going on to the dual theory, let us check the
symmetry transformations of the parent Lagrangian.
Transformations (10) ofLλ[eab] can be extended to gauge
invariances of Lλ[e, Y ] by the corresponding transfor-
mations of the auxiliary fields. In fact, the restriction
given in Eq. (9) arises here also from general assump-
tions. Using that δeab = ∂(aξb) + 12ωab ⇒ δΩabc =
∂c∂[aξb] + ∂[aωb]c, we get from Eq. (14)
δYab|c = ∂c∂[aξb] − 1
2
∂cωab
+ηc[a
(
ηb]d − (1− λ)ηb]0δ0d
)
(∂d∂eξe−∂e∂eξd+∂eωed).
(15)
The Lagrangian is invariant,
δLλ = −
(
δY ab|cΩabc + 4
(θ − 1)
(d− 2)Y0δY0
+ Y ab|c(δΩabc − 2δYac|b + 2
(d− 2)ηbcδYa)
)
' 0,
where 'means modulo total derivatives.
The first term in the last expression involves the eab
variables, and it is the only one that does. Requiring
its invariance results in the differential equation that is
solved with Eq. (9), restriction on the parameters that
implies δY0 = 0, making the last term invariant on its
own. The rest of the terms cancel out on account of the
antisymmetry property of Y ab|c in indices ab. Hence, the
gauge symmetries of Lagrangian (8) are properly cap-
tured by symmetries of the parent Lagrangian.
We now compute the dual theory. Taking in the La-
grangian (13) the eab as Lagrange multipliers, the con-
straints associated read ∂aY ab|c = 0. These are solved
by potentials W abe|c completely antisymmetric in in-
dices abe such that Y ab|c = ∂eW abe|c. Reduction of La-
grangian (13) gives the dual theory:
Lλ[W abe|c] = 2
(
Y ab|cYac|b − 1
(d− 2)Y
aYa
)
+ 2
(θ − 1)
(d− 2)(Y0)
2, (16)
where Y ab|c are functions of the potentials W abe|c. It
is not difficult to see that the action defined with this
Lagrangian is invariant under transformations (15) for
Y ab|c, the restriction (9) coming here from the last term.8
However, these do not exhaust the gauge symmetries of
the dual theory. There are more of these coming from
an ambiguity in the potentials solving ∂aY ab|c = 0. The
redundancy is given by the gauge transformations
δφW
abc|
d = ∂eφ
abce|
d (17)
with φabce|d = φ[abce]|d arbitrary. These transformations
leave the field strengths Y ab|d invariant and so the La-
grangian (16).
A closer look into the symmetries of the dual mag-
netic theory and its structure comes from the decompo-
sition
W abc|d = Xabc|d + δ
[a
d Z
bc],
consisting of extracting from W abc|d its trace (the fields
Xabc|d are completely antisymmetric in abc indices and
8 With this restriction, using Eq. (15) it can be seen that δ(∂aY ab|c) =
0, meaning that the constraint defining the dual potentials Y abc|d is
invariant for those gauge transformations.
8traceless). Plugging the above decomposition into La-
grangian (16), we end up with the dual theory written
as
Lλ[X,Z] = L1[X,Z] + 2(d− 2)
9
(θ − 1)(∂iZi0)2. (18)
The L1[X,Z] part is the dual of the FP theory in d di-
mensions:
L1[X,Z] = 2 ∂dXabd|c∂eXace|b +M[X,Z],
the last term being the total derivative
M≡ 2
3
∂c
(
2∂dX
cda|bZab + Za[b∂bZac]
)
(19)
and the only place where L1[X,Z] depends on Zab.
We identify Lagrangian (18) as the dual of (8). It is
manifest here that L1 is invariant under arbitrary shifts
of the traces: δω˜Zab = ω˜ab = −ω˜ba. These include the
projection of the gauge symmetries given in Eq. (17) for
those variables, which split as
δφW
abc|
d =
∂eφ
abce|
d →

δφZ
ab = − 3
(d− 2)∂cφ
abc, φabc ≡ φabcd|d
δφX
abc|
d = ∂eφ
abce|
d +
3
(d− 2)δ
[a
d ∂eφ
bc]e
.
The δφXabc|d part leaves L1 invariant modulo a total
derivative. Moreover, it is easy to see that δφ(∂aZab) =
0, and so it is straightforward that these transformations
leave also invariant the last term in Lagrangian (18). The
same is not invariant, however, under arbitrary shifts of
Zab. Instead, demanding invariance of this term will re-
strict the arbitrariness of ω˜ab.
Let us define Z0i ≡ Zi and separate it into transverse
and longitudinal parts, Zi = Zi⊥ + Z
i
‖. We can do the
same with the gauge parameters ω˜0i ≡ ω˜i = ω˜i⊥ + ω˜i‖,
the transverse (or divergenceless) ω˜i⊥ corresponding to
the shift of the component Zi⊥. Invariance of the last
term in Lagrangian (18) requires
δω˜(∂iZ
i) = δω˜(∂iZ
i
‖) = ∂iω˜
i = ∂iω˜
i
‖ = 0,
an equation that puts no restriction on the gauge trans-
formations of Zi⊥, which stand as pure gauge (as well
as the components Zij). The parallel components ω˜i‖ on
the other hand are restricted to be constant in the spatial
hypersurface, that is, δω˜Zi‖ = ω˜
i
‖(t).
We have here a very similar, if not the same, breaking
of local Lorentz invariance as in the electric theory. To
sum up, the gauge symmetries for the dual theory are
given by
δφX
abc|
d = ∂eφ
abce|
d +
3
(d− 2)δ
[a
d ∂eφ
bc]e, (20a)
δω˜Z
ij = ω˜ij , δω˜Z
i = ω˜i⊥ + ω˜
i
‖(t), such that ∂iω˜
i
⊥ = 0.
(20b)
We have constructed then the dual of Lagrangian (8) in
d dimensions, and identified the gauge symmetries of
the same. We did it by giving a parent action defined
with Lagrangian (13), from which we get both theories.
In the case of the electric theory, we obtained linearized
HL gravity from Lagrangian (8) by imposing the gauge
fixing condition (12). We wonder now if there is an anal-
ogous magnetic gauge fixing condition for Lagrangian
(18) in d = 4 dimensions such that the projected dual
theory in reduced space is linearized HL gravity.
Let us introduce the field redefinition
Ta1...ad−3|c ≡
1
3!
a1...ad−3efgX
efg|
c, (21)
such that
T[a1...ad−3|c] = 0,
which makes manifest that the dual L1[T,Z] is the FP
Lagrangian for the dual graviton, in d = 4 [see Eq. (2.16)
in [21]]. In these variables, the action defined with La-
grangian (18) for the dual theory is written as
S∗λ[T,Z] =
∫
d4x
(
L1[T,Z] + 4
9
(θ − 1)(∂iZi)2
)
= 2
∫
d4x
(
∂aT bc∂aTbc − 2∂aT ac∂bTbc + 2∂bT aa∂cTbc
− ∂aT bb∂aT cc +M[T,Z] + 2
9
(θ − 1)(∂iZi)2
)
.
In d = 4 the symmetries (20a) can be written as
φabcd|e = abcdχe with χa arbitrary, which implies
δφTab = −∂(aχb).
At this stage we can get rid of Zij and Zi⊥ by fix-
ing them to zero using the gauge invariance under ar-
bitrary shifts. The Zi‖ component is, however, still part
of the picture. In order to have a theory for Tab only, we
need to impose a condition analogue to (12), with which
we could write Zi‖ (or more precisely, its divergence) in
terms of some components of Tab.
Let us separate first the Lagrangian defining the ac-
tion above in space and time components. That is,
Lλ[T,Z] = −2
(
T˙ij T˙
ij − T˙ 2 − 4∂iT0j(T˙ ij − ηij T˙ )
− 2∂iT0i∂jT0j − 2∂iT0j∂iT 0j + 2RT
)
+M[T,Z] + 4
9
(θ − 1)(∂iZi)2,
where we have defined
RT ≡ −1
2
∂kTij∂
kT ij +
1
2
∂iT∂
iT + ∂iT
ij∂kTkj
− ∂iT ij∂jT − T00(∂i∂jT ij −∆T )
[which is nothing but the potential (2) as a function of
the component Tij of the dual graviton] and T ≡ ηijTij .
9With the following ansatz for the magnetic projection
condition,
ρ∗ ≡ ∂iZi − (T˙ − 2∂iT0i) = 0, (22)
some arithmetics give
Lλ[T,Z] |ρ∗=0 ' −2
(
T˙ij T˙
ij−γT˙ 2−4∂iT0j(T˙ ij−γηij T˙ )
+ 2(1− 2γ)∂iT0i∂jT0j − 2∂iT0j∂iT 0j + 2RT
)
, (23)
with
γ ≡ 1 + 2
9
( 1− λ
3λ− 1
)
. (24)
Here we were able to get rid ofM because now this term
is a total derivative that can be eliminated from the pic-
ture with boundary conditions on Tab (this is the only
field which the above Lagrangian depends on).
So, we see that it is possible to supplement Lλ[T,Z]
with the condition (22) such that the reduced theory has
the same structure as linearized HL gravity. The sug-
gested ansatz is motivated of course by recovering the
linearized HL gravity Lagrangian,9 but there is another
justification for this particular form of the gauge fixing
condition. In the electric theory, we mentioned that the
gauge fixing (12) projects the EoM for ei onto
∂j(h˙− 2∂ini) = ∂j(2K) = 0,
with K(x, t) the trace of the linearized extrinsic curva-
ture. So, ρ = 0 is implementing the constant mean cur-
vature (CMC) gauge, in which K is a function of time
only.
In the case of the dual theory, the EoM for Zj is given
by
8
9
(θ − 1)∂j(∂iZi) = 0,
from which we conclude that ∂iZi is a function of time
only. So, the projection ρ∗ = 0 given by Eq. (22) is fixing
this function to be the trace of the extrinsic curvature for
the dual graviton,
∂iZ
i = 2KT (t) = T˙ − 2∂iT0i,
which is the CMC gauge again.
As in the electric theory, we want to take the dual La-
grangian (18) together with condition (22) as the dual
theory of linearized HL gravity. Then, we would like to
preserve such condition by the gauge symmetries of the
9 Starting from a general combination of T˙ and ∂iT0i in it, which are
the objects involved in the terms proportional to λ in the Lagrangian
for linearized HL gravity, it can be seen that those terms should be
in a ratio of T˙
∂iT0i
∼ 2.
theory. Applying transformations (20) to ρ∗ = 0, where
δφTab = −∂(aχb), we get
0 = δρ∗ =
:0
δω˜(∂iZ
i)−
(
δφ(T˙ )− 2δφ(∂iT0i)
)
= −
(
ηij∂0δφTij − 2∂iδφT0i
)
= −
(
ηij∂0(−∂(iχj))− 2∂i(−∂(0χi))
)
⇒−∆χ0 = 0. (25)
This means that gauge symmetries such that χ0 = χ0(t)
preserve the gauge fixing condition, while the same is
invariant with χi completely arbitrary. These are the
gauge symmetries of linearized HL gravity.
In conclusion, in d = 4 the magnetic dual of linearized
HL gravity Eq. (23) has the same structure of the former
electric theory, but parametrized with γ(λ). The electric
and magnetic linearized HL deviations come then pro-
portional to parameters with values in ‘complementary
regimes’. For example, we see that 13 < λ ≤ 1 ⇒ γ ≥ 1.
The case λ = 1 = γ corresponds of course to FP the-
ory on both sides of the duality, and the two parameters
are equal once again for λ = 727 = γ (see Fig. 3). For
Figure 3. Plot of γ vs. λ.
the latter, electric and magnetic linearized HL gravity
are given by the same deviation from the FP Lagrangian
with the same parameter. The two mentioned values of
λ belong to two branches in parameter space separated
by an asymptote in λ = 13 , where duality is not defined.
So far so good for d = 4. What happens in d > 4
dimensions? In the next section we analyze the particu-
lar case of d = 5 and explore a HL-like deviation of the
Curtright action for a mixed symmetry gauge field, the
latter being the dual of the graviton in that case.
IV. HL-LIKE DEVIATION OF CURTRIGHT ACTION
The field redefinition (21) in d = 5 is Tab|c ≡
1
3!abdefX
def |
c. The dual action defined with Lagrangian
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(18) in these variables is written
S∗λ[T,Z] =
∫
d5xLλ[T,Z] =∫
d5x
(
LC[T ] +M[T,Z] + 2
3
(θ − 1)(∂iZi)2
)
, (26)
where
LC[T ] = ∂aTbc|d∂aT bc|d − ∂aTbc|a∂dT bc|d
− 2∂aTbc|c∂aT bd|d − 4∂aTbc|a∂bT cd|d
− 2∂aT ac|d∂bTbc|d + 2∂aT ac|c∂bT bd|d
is the Curtright Lagrangian [12]. When λ = θ = 1, we
know this Lagrangian is invariant under arbitrary shifts
of the Zab variables, and so the termM[T,Z] can be cast
out. This is not the case for the action (26): Because of
the form of the last term, Zij and Zi⊥ components are
still pure gauge, but not Zi‖. In the following we assume
we have gotten rid of the pure gauge components.
To take out of the picture the Zi variables and obtain
a reduced theory just for the mixed symmetry Tab|c, we
impose a condition ρ∗ = ∂iZi + %[T ] = 0 analogous to
Eq. (22). So, by a HL-like deviation of the Curtright ac-
tion we mean the above Lagrangian together with such
a condition.
The function ρ∗ should be first order in derivatives
(we want a second order reduced theory when we en-
force ρ∗ = 0 into Lλ[T,Z]) and involve ηij traces of the
space and time components of Tab|c. At the same time
we expect that demanding preservation of such condi-
tion by the gauge transformations of the action (26) will
restrict some of those symmetries.
The gauge symmetries of LC[T,Z], besides the shifts
(20b), include the following transformations of the Tab|c
fields:
δTab|c = ∂[aSb]c +
2
3
(∂[aAb]c − ∂cAab). (27)
Transformations given in Eq. (20a) can be recast in
this form by realizing that the parameters can be writ-
ten as φabcd|e = −abcdfχfe and using the separation
χab = Sab + Aab, with Sab = Sba and Aab = −Aba. The
identity T[ab|c] = 0 has been implemented, and hence the
third piece of Eq. (27) (see [21, 29]).
To build the function %[T ] within ρ∗ = ∂iZi + %, we
first separate ∂dTab|c into space and time components,
and then we observe that there are just three terms that
can be used to form the traces of the desired form:
T˙0i|j , ∂iT0j|0, and ∂iTjk|l.
These are
T˙0, ∂
iT0i|0, and ∂iTi,
where Ta ≡ Tai|i = Tai|jηij (analogous to T = Tii, the
trace of Tij in d = 4). Finally, we define % as the general
linear combination
% = υ1T˙0 + υ2∂
iTi + υ3∂
iT0i|0. (28)
The variation of ρ∗ = 0 gives
0 = δρ∗ =
:0
δ(∂iZ
i)
+
1
2
(
υ1S¨ + υ2(η
ij∆− ∂i∂j)Sij
)
− 1
2
υ3∆S00
+
1
2
(υ3 − υ1)∂iS˙0i − (υ3 + υ1)∂iA˙0i.
Here S ≡ ηijSij . This is definitely more complicated
than Eq. (25) for the d = 4 case, but we immediately see
that the choice υ3 = −υ1 makes ρ∗ invariant under the
gauge transformations with parameters Aab, and poses
a differential equation on the parameters Sab. This dif-
ferential equation can be written
2υ1η
ij∂[0Si][j,0] − υ2
2
(∂i∂jSij −∆S) = 0
(the “,” at the end of the first term means partial deriva-
tive).
The combination given in Eq. (28) is not unfamiliar:
For υ1 = 1, υ2 = 0, and υ3 = −2, % = 0 matches with a
component of the gauge fixing condition that is imposed
on the Lagrangian EoM coming from LC[T ] to get the
wave equation Tab|c = 010 [see eq. (16) in [12]]. The
choice υ3 = −υ1 is a different gauge, and will deliver a
nonrelativistic wave equation.
We will not go further in the analysis of this devi-
ation of the Curtright action in the present work. A
proper study of nonrelativistic deviations of this theory
deserves its own space.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work the powerful tool of parental actions to
construct duality relations in classical field theories has
been implemented in a nonrelativistic theory of grav-
ity. We followed the scheme of the authors of [21], and
hence we proceeded in two steps. First we constructed a
covariant action in the vielbein basis defined with the La-
grangian Lλ[eab], which entails a deviation from FP the-
ory in the framelike formalism [see Lagrangian (8)] and
that in an appropriate gauge reduces to linearized HL
gravity. The gauge fixing (12) is such that it breaks the
diffeomorphism invariance to a subgroup, precisely the
group of foliation preserving diffeomorphisms of HL
gravity (in the linear approximation). In a second step
we found a parent action defined with Lagrangian (13),
from which both Lλ[eab] and its dual partner Eq. (18)
can be derived. The further gauge fixing (22) on the dual
branch left us with the magnetic dual of linearized HL
gravity. We observed that the gauge fixing in both sides
of the duality was just realizations of the CMC gauge.
10 In other words, this choice would be the analogue of the transverse-
traceless gauge.
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We found that the magnetic dual of linearized HL
gravity in d = 4 has the same structure as the electric
theory, and moreover that for the value λ = 727 of the
characteristic parameter, the theory is self-dual. This ex-
ample shows then that self-duality is not tied to Lorentz
invariance. In the case of d = 5, we suggested a nonrel-
ativistic deviation of the Curtright action by imposing
a gauge fixing condition analogous to the one used in
the case of d = 4. Breaking Lorentz invariance at the
linearized level in this way might unlock nonlinear ex-
tensions á la Horˇava of the Curtright action. A different
approach for such a nonrelativistic deformation could
arise from studying a deviation similar to Lagrangian
(13) but in the parent action proposed by the authors of
[30] to implement duality in nonlinear Einstein theory.
Finally, we want to make an observation based on the
result reported here for the dual of linearized HL gravity
with characteristic parameter λ. In d = 4 the magnetic
dual theory for the dual graviton was found to have a
Lagrangian with the same structure as the electric lin-
earized HL gravity for the graviton. Its characteristic
parameter γ given in (24), however, is in general differ-
ent from λ. With the theory for the dual graviton having
the same (tensorial) structure as the theory for the gravi-
ton, we can take the magnetic theory as input in the bot-
tom of the left branch of the diagram depicted in Fig. 2,
i.e., as an electric theory, to perform a sort of iteration
process.
The output of this iteration will be a theory with the
same structure as linearized HL gravity again, but the
characteristic parameter will be given by
γ′ ≡ 1 + 2
9
( 1− γ(λ)
3γ(λ)− 1
)
, (29)
with γ′ 6= λ. This iteration process is of course only
possible in d = 4, where the magnetic theory (the out-
put) possesses the same tensorial structure as the origi-
nal electric theory (the input). It is clear that in d = 5, for
example, this iteration exercise cannot be performed.
The same kind of iteration exercise can be thought of
in the relativistic λ = 1 case. There, however, the output
not only possesses the same structure but also the same
value of the characteristic parameter. The same happens
with the nonrelativistic theory with λ = 727 . These two
values behave then like “equilibrium points” of the iter-
ation. Hence, in d = 4 and after any number of iterations
when λ 6= 1, 727 , the output will be always linearized HL
gravity with a different parameter each time.
The peculiarity that we want to mention is that the pa-
rameters resulting after each iteration come closer and
closer to 1. This value is a sort of ‘stable equilibrium
point’, while λ = 727 is an ‘unstable equilibrium point’,
because in contrast to the former, the values of the pa-
rameters resulting from successive iterations run away
from it. In Fig. 4 a picture of the generic behavior is pre-
sented. The same results no matter what the initial value
of λ is, with the exceptions of the equilibrium points,
Figure 4. Sample of three iterations starting in λ = −0.15.
and of any value that after a finite number of dualiza-
tions gives 13 , for which the duality map is ill defined.
We do not know what the content of this curious behav-
ior is, the study of which we leave for future work.
The nonrelativistic model we used for this exploration
was a linearized Lagrangian in flat spacetime. It would
be interesting to perform the same analysis within (a)dS
or Lifshitz backgrounds. This could be of interest, per-
haps, for recent discussions regarding the nonrelativistic
holographic correspondence [31, 32].
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APPENDIX: CONSTRAINT STRUCTURE OF Lλ[e]
In this section we show that ρ = 0 in Eq. (12) is a
gauge fixing condition for a first class constraint of La-
grangian Lλ[hij , ni, n; ei]. We will just summarize the
highlights of the constraint analysis for it. We assume
here we already eliminated fij and the transverse part
of ei according to what has been described in Sec. III A
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(ei denotes in what follows the longitudinal part of this
field).
Since Lλ does not depend on time derivatives of
n, ni, ei, we have the primary constraints φ0 = p, φin = pi
and φie = qi for the momenta conjugated to those vari-
ables. The canonical Hamiltonian is given by
H =
∫
d3x
[1
2
piijpiij−θ
4
pi2+2piij∂inj−R+(θ−1)(pi−ρ)ρ
]
,
where θ, ρ, and R are the same as in Sec. II. Stabilization
of the primary constraints delivers a set of secondary
constraints given by
ψ0 = 2(∂i∂jh
ij−∆h), ψin = 2∂jpiji+ (θ−1)∂i(pi−2ρ),
and
ψie = (1− θ)∂i(pi − 2ρ).
In contrast to the Dirac analysis carried out for LHL,
there are no more secondary constraints coming from
stabilization of these, but a condition on Lagrange mul-
tipliers.
From the Poisson brackets between all these con-
straints we get at first sight a very odd result. There
is just one first class constraint, φ0, and the rest (13 of
them) are second class. This is odd because we do not
see the first class constraints generating the gauge trans-
formations (10), particularly the diffeomorphisms in the
spatial hypersurfaces. Besides, the amount of second
class constraints being odd gives a noninteger number
for the d.o.f. count.
We can, however, make a redefinition of the set of con-
straints that reveals the first class content that generates
the gauge transformations of the theory. This is
φ0,φin, φ
i
e
ψ0,ψin, ψ
i
e
}
∼

φ0, φi+ ≡
1
2
(φin + φ
i
e), φ
i
− ≡
1
2
(φin − φie)
ψ˜0 ≡ 1
2
ψ0 − ∂iφi−, ψ˜i ≡ ψin + ψie, ψie
(30)
(notice that ψ˜i = ψi = 2∂jpiji, with ψi the momentum
constraint of Sec. II), which at the end delivers the fol-
lowing classification:
first class φ0, φi+, ψ˜0, ψ˜i
second class φi−, ψie
.
The gauge transformations generated by the set of
first class constraints are given by
φ0 : δun = u,
φi+ : δu+ni = δu+ei =
1
2
u+i,
ψ˜0 : δvpi
ij = ηij∆v − ∂i∂jv, δvni = −δvei = 1
2
∂iv,
ψ˜i : δwhij = −2∂(iwj),
for arbitrary u, u+i, v, wi, functions of x and t. The gauge
transformations (10) are reproduced by these for the pa-
rameters wi = −ξi, v = 2ξ0, u+i = 2ξ˙i, u = −ξ˙0. As can
be checked directly, the counting of d.o.f. gives 2.
Now we can discern the role of the condition ρ = 0
defined in Sec. III A. This condition is a gauge fixing
constraint for the first class ψ˜0, forming together a sec-
ond class pair:
{ρ(x), ψ˜0(y)} = −∆δ(x− y).
This constraint is accessible: If we have ∂ini − ∂iei ≡
m(x) 6= 0, a gauge transformation n′i ≡ ni + δvni and
e′i ≡ ei + δvei gives
∂in′i − ∂ie′i = ∂ini − ∂iei + ∂i(δvni − δvei)
= m−∆v.
There exists v(x) such that m−∆v = 0, and it is
v = −
∫
d3y∇ ·
( (~n− ~e)(x)
4pi | ~x− ~y |
)
,
as can be easily deduced noticing that m(x) is the diver-
gence of the longitudinal component of ~n− ~e:
m(x) = ∇ · (~n− ~e) = ∇ · (~n‖ − ~e‖),
and ~n‖ − ~e‖ = ∇
[
− ∫ d3y∇ · ( (~n−~e)(x)4pi|~x−~y| )]. In conclusion,
ρ = 0 can be part of a full set of gauge fixing constraints.
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